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ABSTRACT
Dataflow languages are widely used for real-time embedded sys-
tems. This paper presents a dataflow program transformation tool
for Orcc, a high level embedded systems programming environment.
The aim of the tool is to increase program throughput performance
of FPGAs and other embedded systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Dataflow Programming. Dataflow languages and visual program-

ming environments are widely used for designing real-time em-
bedded systems. The dataflow programming model is especially
suitable for FPGAs, as mapping and routing distributes dataflow
pipelines across the programmable fabric. In the dataflow model,
the execution of actors depends only on data availability, allowing
each actor in a program to execute asynchronously without a global
control flow sequentialising their execution. Large data structures
in actors such as intermediate arrays may use on-chip block RAM
(BRAMs), which are distributed across FPGA fabric, meaning there
is no memory contention when multiple actors update their kernel
variables. The number of actors in a program derives the number
of independent processing elements, subject to hardware resource
availability, i.e. both memory access and computation is inherently
parallel.

Parallel Refactoring. Parallel refactoring tools aim to speed up
code execution by parallelising sequential code across multiple
processing elements e.g. the cores of a CPU. Some tools exploit
language properties to parallelise code, e.g. the referential trans-
parency of pure code and equational laws to rewrite a map as a
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parallel parMap. Software languages for which parallel transforma-
tion tools exist include Haskell [8], Erlang [6] and C++ [7].

For customisable hardware like FPGAs, dataflow programming
environments represent a high level abstraction above Hardware
Description Languages (HDLs) i.e. Verilog or VHDL. This abstrac-
tion enables program analysis e.g. optimal static scheduling [10]
and program transformation (this paper). Some dataflow program-
ming environments support static dataflow models only, e.g. direct
feedthrough function blocks in Simulink [12]. The open source
Orcc development environment [16] supports CAL, a dataflow lan-
guage for programming real-time embedded systems, which was
developed as part of the Ptolemy II project [15]. Programmers can
implement CAL actors that have dynamic data rates and internal
state.

Parallel code execution can improve performance. However, par-
allel transformations must preserve a program’s functional seman-
tics, i.e. a transformed program must have identical functional be-
haviour to the original program. Related work on verified program
transformation includes verification of functional code refactoring
using proofs assistants [14]. Value-dependent code scheduling and
dynamic data rates complicates auto-parallelisation of dynamic
Dataflow Process Network (DPN) [11] actors. Our approach (Fig. 1)
overcomes this limitation by using model checking to identify par-
allelisable multi-rate static (MRDF) [9] and cyclo-static (CSDF) [5]
actors in DPN programs. The approach is general to any dynamic
dataflow language, this paper demonstrates the approach with CAL
in the Orcc development environment.

MRDF

CSDF

DPN

 

LTL model
checking

Figure 1: Verifying and Transforming Cyclo-Static Dataflow

2 DATAFLOW
Dataflow programs are directed graphs of connected actors. Each
actor encapsulates an algorithmic kernel. Lossless, order-preserving
FIFOs through which tokens flow connect actors. Multiple actors
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can execute in parallel if the underlying hardware architecture has
multiple processing elements, each assigned at least one actor.

➊ actor Amplifier () In, Volume ==> Out :
➋ vol := 1;
➌ volume: action Volume :[newV] ==>
➍ do vol := newV; end
➎ amplify: action In:[d] ==> Out:[d*vol] end
➏ schedule fsm s0 :

s0 (volume) --> s0;
s0 (amplify) --> s0;

end
➐ priority volume > amplify; end

end
(a) Actor Implementation

s0volume[1,0] amplify[1,1]

(b) Actor FSM Execution Model

Figure 2: An Amplifier Dataflow Actor

Actor Programming. Fig. 2a shows a volume amplifier example.
➊ labels actor ports. The actor may have a store of private variables
➋. Actors contain procedures, called actions. Actions match on
input patterns to consume tokens and output patterns produce
tokens (➌ and ➎). Actions may also update store variables ➍. A
Finite State Machine (FSM) determines enabled actions from each
FSM state ➏. When multiple actions are fireable from a given state,
a priority block can disambiguate multiple enabled actions ➐.

Programmed actors are then instantiated in Orcc’s graphical de-
velopment environment to construct dataflow graphs. The parallel
transformation in Section 3 treats instantiated actors as the unit of
computation to be parallelised.

Actor Execution Model. An FSM transition system drives actor
execution, e.g. the FSM in Fig. 2b. Actions have data rates [C/P],
meaning they consume C tokens and produce P tokens when fired.
The transition sequence in dynamic DPN actors may depend on the
value of these tokens. Satisfying both of the following conditions
enables an action:

(1) its value-dependent guard evaluates to true (if a guard exists),
(2) there is enough tokens to match its input patterns (if an

input pattern exists).

3 DATAFLOW TRANSFORMATIONS

Figure 3: Interactive Dataflow Transformation

Graphical Transformations Environment. We have extended Orcc
with a refactoring tool for parallelising static and cyclo-static actors

(a) original (b) 4 actors (c) 8 actors

Figure 4: Parallel Program after Transformation

which introduces fork and join actors to scatter/gather data to/from
parallel replicas of a single (sequential) actor (Fig. 3). The user
chooses how much parallelism they want (Fig. 4).

Model Checking Dataflow Actors. Our verification approach is:
(1) Translate an actor to a Fiacre specification [1]. Fiacre is a

formal intermediate model to represent both the behavioural
and timing aspects of embedded and distributed systems for
formal verification.

(2) Fiacre specifications are checkedwith the TINAmodel checker [2]
against Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) properties that we have
formulated to capture cyclo-static actor scheduling.

(3) Our graphical transformations tool parallelises cyclo-static
actors where the model checker is unable to find counterex-
amples to the LTL properties.

Parallelisation Algorithm. The transformation algorithm of an
actor A in the transformation tool is:

(1) Extract the number of firings required for an FSM cycle, and
the consumption and production data rates in this sequence.

(2) Create N parallel instances A1 to AN .
(3) Create a fork actor that distributes data across A1, ..,AN .
(4) Create a join actor to consume chunks from actorsA1, ..,AN .
(5) Output the joined chunks as a sequential stream.

Figure 5: FPGAWaveforms of fork Actor Data Scattering

The transformed graph remains partially sequential due to the
nature of the linear stream that the fork actor distributes. Fig. 5
shows the sequential nature of stream propagation as it broadcasts
tokens to each parallel instance in sequence, in this case transmit-
ting 10 tokens, 1 token per cycle, to each identical actor. Stream
gathering by the join actor is sequentially also. These sequential
phases limits the achievable speedup using the transformation tool.

Hardware Profiling. The Xronos [3] Orcc backend generates Ver-
ilog for FPGAs. It uses Xilinx’s open source OpenForge [4] compiler
to generate hardware cost reports for each actor at compile time.
These are: 1) the number of BRAM blocks, and 2) the datapath
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depth for each action in an actor. The datapath depth determines
the minimum latency (microseconds) between each clock cycle. The
action with the longest datapath determines the clock frequency of
the generated FPGA design. To identify hardware performance bot-
tlenecks, our tool lifts these hardware costs into the visual dataflow
editor (Fig. 6). Green actors have small datapath depths relative to
the orange critical actor(s). BRAM counts for implementing actor
internal variables is also shown to the programmer.

(a) Graph hardware critical path (b) one actor

Figure 6: Visualising FPGA Resource Costs

4 CONCLUSION

(a) transformation 1

⇓

(b) transformation 2

⇓

(c) final version

Figure 7: Successive Transformations

This paper presents a program transformation tool that veri-
fies and parallelises a single cyclo-static actor into multiple parallel
actors. LTL formulas capture cyclo-static actor data rates. The work-
flow abstracts dataflow actors to Fiacre specifications, and the TINA
model checker searches for counterexamples of the LTL formulas
in the Fiacre abstraction to verify the correctness of parallel trans-
formation.

Our approach provides a step towards auto-parallelisation of
dynamic dataflow programs with a data-parallel transformation. It

also serves as an optimisation layer for high level FPGA languages
that compile to dataflow graph intermediate representations [13].
Verifying other parallel transformations, e.g. task and pipelined
parallelism, and successive transformations of subgraphs of actors,
would extend our approach. We have prototyped the latter in Orcc
(Fig. 7). The broader aim of this work is to integrate automated
formal verification into everyday embedded systems development.
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